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I. INTRODUCTION

Imagine a peaceful summer afternoon at home with your
family. You’re inside preparing food for a barbeque while 
the rest of your family sunbathes and plays by the backyard 
pool. Suddenly, your teenage daughter runs into the house, 
hysterical. Something is hovering in the air just above your 
pool and moving around your backyard. You run outside to 
investigate, but it has already vanished. What was it? Where 

did it come from, and where did it go? What photos, 
recordings, or other data did it take with it? Perhaps more 
importantly, what is your recourse to prevent this from 
happening again? After all, you certainly have the right to 
prevent such trespass into the airspace directly above your 
property, don’t you?

Unfortunately, definitive answers to questions about 
airspace rights above private property are currently 
lacking. And this not-so-hypothetical situation is an 
increasingly common occurrence for property owners 
across the county—each incident varying in detail, 
but each equally unnerving—as a result of the rapidly 
increasing use of small unmanned aircraft systems (“UAS” 
or “drones”). Once reserved for military use or science 
fiction novels, drones have in recent years become both 
highly popular and widely affordable to commercial and 
hobby purchasers alike. Combined with powerful state-of-
the-art cameras and communications technology, drones 
are capable of efficiently and economically photographing, 
videotaping, and gathering other information for 
applications and in manners previously undreamed of. 
This impressive technological leap forward, however, has 
been accompanied by numerous documented instances 
of blatant misuse, which in turn, have prompted calls 
for state and federal lawmakers—including those in 
California—to spring into action. The legislative response 
to drones, however, has struggled to keep up with the 
technological capabilities and ever-expanding uses of 
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drones. Additionally, lawmakers have failed to provide 
necessary clarity regarding the rights and restrictions of 
drone operation in the context of property rights in airspace 
above private property.

Instead, the limited legislative solutions enacted in 
response to drones have thus far focused on protecting 
privacy rights rather than establishing clear property rights. 
In October 2015, in response to public outcry over growing 
incidents of drone invasions of privacy, California enacted 
a widely-applauded law—AB 856—that directly addressed 
privacy concerns associated with drone use by prohibiting 
any knowing entrance into the airspace above the land of 
another person without permission in order to capture 
images, sounds, or other physical impressions of private 
activity. While this so-called “Anti-Paparazzi” law may 
give celebrities additional legal recourse against snooping 
paparazzi drones, it does little to protect the privacy of 
non-celebrities who may not have the financial resources 
or individualized incentives to pursue legal remedies for 
potential violations. Moreover, despite being technically 
couched as expanding the scope of unlawful “trespass,” AB 
856 focuses on intentional conduct that invades privacy 
rather than clarifying the parameters of airspace property 
rights, and, in so doing, fails to provide needed guidance 
to both property owners and drone operators about what 
rights each possess when it comes to drone operation above 
private property.

Indeed, at the same time AB 856 was signed into law, 
Governor Jerry Brown vetoed other drone legislation that 
would have created a bright-line rule to protect airspace 
rights over private property by allowing property owners 
to prohibit drones from flying below a certain height over 
their property without their consent. In the wake of these 
legislative and executive decisions, the continuing lack 
of clarity regarding the scope of airspace property rights 
(including where drones may and may not operate) is likely 
to result in increased confusion about those rights. It may 
even lead to increased occurrences of property owners taking 
the law into their own hands. Various incidents around 
the country involving property owners shooting at drones, 
or otherwise attempting to prohibit drones from entering 
airspace above their property, suggest that many believe 
that the protection of such airspace is as important to the 
reasonable use and enjoyment of their property as the land 
itself.1

Whether current laws are sufficient to deal with the new 
and unique issues presented by drones, or whether new 
drone-specific laws and regulations should be enacted—

and what those laws should look like—is currently the 
subject of heated debate in California and throughout the 
country. Determining a workable resolution to these issues 
requires considering both the origins and shortcomings 
of current laws as applied to drones, as well as the unique 
capabilities and applications for drones now and in the 
future. This article briefly reviews the history of airspace 
property rights and how previously unresolved issues are 
being raised again in response to expanding drone use. The 
article then examines whether drone regulation is properly 
a federal or state issue before discussing recent California 
drone legislation. The article concludes by proposing that 
legislation beyond existing law is needed to create bright-line 
rules for protecting airspace rights up to a specified height 
above private property. This type of bright-line rule will not 
only give needed assurances to property owners about their 
airspace rights, but also facilitate greater support for, rather 
than opposition to, further development and application of 
drone technology across a variety of industries. 

II. THE ORIGINS OF PROPERTY RIGHTS IN 
AIRSPACE

It was once generally accepted that ownership of real 
property meant ownership of the airspace above that property 
“to the periphery of the universe.”2 The Supreme Court 
declared that doctrine dead following the Civil Aeronautics 
Act of 1938, which gave the U.S. government “exclusive 
sovereignty” over the airspace of the U.S.3 The advent of air 
travel and its increasing frequency necessarily required that 
airplanes be permitted to fly over private property without 
subjecting pilots or airline operators to countless trespass 
suits for encroachment into the airspace above every piece 
of property over which they traveled.4 Accordingly, the 
Supreme Court established a clear restriction on airspace 
property rights in early cases seeking trespass damages 
against airplane operators for flights over private property, 
concluding that the old idea of property ownership up to 
the heavens has “no place in the modern world,” and even 
going so far as to declare that “[t]he air is a public highway.”5

Despite the Supreme Court’s bold declarations and 
stated limitations on airspace rights in these early cases, 
the Court nonetheless carved out some protection for 
private airspace rights, stating that “it is obvious that if 
the landowner is to have full enjoyment of the land, he 
must have exclusive control of the immediate reaches of 
the enveloping atmosphere.”6 In other words, the Court 
recognized that some use of airspace is necessary to allow a 
landowner reasonable enjoyment of the land, including to 
erect buildings, trees, and other structures.7 The new rule 
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resulting from these cases was that a landowner had a right 
to use “at least as much of the space above the ground as he 
can occupy or use in connection with the land.”8 As a result, 
landowners necessarily possessed certain exclusionary rights 
in the low altitude airspace above their property because, as 
the Court noted, invasions into low altitude airspace “affect 
the use of the surface of the land itself.”9 Thus, the deciding 
factor as to whether an airplane or other object could be 
viewed as taking or trespassing on a property owner’s airspace 
rights was whether there is “an intrusion so immediate and 
direct as to subtract from the owner’s full enjoyment of the 
property and to limit his exploitation of it.”10 However, the 
precise scope of airspace rights, including at what height a 
property owners’ reasonable use (and exclusionary rights) 
ended, remained largely unresolved.11 

III. REVISITING PRIVATE PROPERTY RIGHTS 
IN AIRSPACE IN RESPONSE TO DRONES

The recent popularization of drones is once again putting 
the exact parameters of property owners’ airspace rights at the 
forefront of legal discussion, including what rights property 
owners have to exclude drones from the airspace above 
their property.12 Notwithstanding the rationale underlying 
the original concept of exclusive property rights “to the 
periphery of the universe,”13 there is, practically speaking, 
an upper limit on the reasonable use of airspace above most 
private property. Putting aside skyscrapers in large cities 
or other property uses that might require exclusive access 
to airspace hundreds of feet above the ground (e.g., grain 
silos, transmission lines), most property owners have no 
true use for airspace much higher than the tallest object or 
structure situated on the property—or the maximum height 
for which the property is zoned and up to which structures 
may eventually be built. But while property owners may 
not physically occupy airspace above a certain height, owners 
rightfully expect to be able to reasonably enjoy their property. 
That enjoyment, of course, is directly affected by what may 
or may not be allowed to use or occupy the airspace directly 
above them.

The problem presented by attempting to deal with drones 
under existing law is that the current law regarding airspace 
property rights largely developed in the context of takings 
cases in connection with the interference or damage caused 
to property—via noise, vibration, etc.—by airplanes flying 
overhead.14 Not surprisingly, the Supreme Court determined 
that property owners’ rights in airspace above 500 feet did 
not outweigh the general public need for largely uninhibited 
interstate air travel.15 Although planes also need to fly lower 
than 500 feet to take off and land, the disruption and 

inconvenience associated with such activity was determined 
to be compensable only to the extent that it posed a direct 
and immediate intrusion on the use and enjoyment of the 
property.16

By contrast, small drones, whether flown for commercial 
purposes or for hobby, are likely to be flown well below 500 
feet—in some cases perhaps only a few feet off the ground—
and for much shorter distances. And while drones are not 
likely to cause noise, vibration, or other physical interference 
with property in the same way as airplanes do, they may 
still cause a similar interference with a property owner’s use 
and enjoyment of property. Specifically, while small drones 
may not cause a physical or audible disruption to property, 
they are capable of—and are frequently used for—aerial 
photography, videotaping, and other capture of information 
or data of the property over which they fly. The ability 
of drone operators to permanently record detailed images, 
videos, or other information in connection with private 
property, not otherwise accessible to the public, constitutes 
an alarming privacy concern that has never existed to the 
extent that small drones now make possible. Thus, while 
one course of action may be to craft drone laws in terms of 
privacy issues, drones also affect the way property owners 
use and enjoy their property, and therefore directly affect 
property rights. This requires that serious consideration be 
given to whether new legislation is needed to specifically 
clarify airspace property rights in response to expanded 
drone use. Of course, the question of who may properly 
legislate or regulate drone use is also subject to debate. 

IV. REGULATION OF DRONES—A FEDERAL 
OR STATE MATTER?

A. Federal Statutory Framework

Under 49 U.S.C. section 40103, the federal government 
has exclusive sovereignty over U.S. airspace, and the Federal 
Aviation Administration (“FAA”) has the authority to 
prescribe air traffic regulations for all “aircraft,” which 
includes drones.17 In 2007, the FAA issued a policy statement 
specifically stating that “no person may operate a UAS in 
the National Airspace System without specific authority.”18 
While the FAA has exempted non-commercial, model 
aircrafts (which, by their nature are “unmanned aircraft 
systems”) from certain federal regulations, the FAA may 
still take enforcement actions against anyone who operates 
a drone in a careless or reckless way that endangers the 
safety of the national airspace system.19 The FAA’s primary 
enforcement tools against unauthorized drone operation 
are its cease and desist letters, with potential threats of civil 
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penalties.20 Despite the FAA’s asserted jurisdiction over 
all drone operation in the national airspace, the scope of 
the FAA’s jurisdiction over largely local and relatively low-
altitude drone flights remains unclear and subject to legal 
challenge.21 Moreover, as a practical matter, the FAA is 
simply unable to actually police every occurrence of small 
drone operation throughout the country. In sum, while the 
FAA has asserted broad authority over drone operation, the 
lack of specific laws and efficient enforcement mechanisms 
has all but required state and local governments to consider 
and enact drone-specific laws in the absence of sufficiently 
clear and enforceable federal laws and regulations.

B. State Laws and Preemption Issues

Many states have already passed extensive legislation on 
drone operations, which touch on everything from law 
enforcement use of drones to hunting and fishing laws 
pertaining to drones to privacy- and property-focused laws.22 
States must be cautious, however, that their legislation is 
not preempted by federal law. Under its federal statutory 
authority, for example, the FAA asserts that any purported 
regulation of the navigable airspace, including flight bans 
or altitude restrictions on drones, would be preempted 
by federal law.23 However, legislation related to state and 
local police power, including land use, zoning, privacy, and 
trespass, as well as prohibitions on specific uses of drones, 
would be proper for local legislation.24 Of course, how any 
given law enacted by state or local authorities is ultimately 
interpreted or applied, and whether it would be deemed 
preempted by federal law, remains unclear. The potential 
federal limitations on state authority to regulate drones, 
however, may help to explain why California’s recent 
legislative decisions focused on privacy rights rather than 
airspace property rights in dealing with drones.25

V. RECENT CALIFORNIA LEGISLATION:  
AB 856 vs. SB 142

California is already indirectly defining (and limiting) 
airspace property rights through recently passed law and 
vetoed legislation. In 2015, the California Legislature passed 
several drone-related bills—only one of which, AB 856, was 
signed into law by Governor Brown.26

A. AB 856

“Anti-Paparazzi Law” AB 856 was signed into law after 
being unanimously passed by the Legislature. Although it 
redefined physical trespass by adding an airspace element,  
AB 856 largely focused on privacy issues in terms of 
restricting what images or information drones could 

capture, as opposed to specifically defining where drones 
could or could not operate. AB 856 amended Civil Code 
section 1708.8 to define a “physical invasion of privacy” to 
include knowingly entering into the airspace above the land 
of another person without permission in order to capture 
images, sounds, or other physical impressions of private 
activity.27 As amended, section 1708.8 thus makes it a crime 
to trespass on private property by flying a drone above it (in 
addition to entering onto it) to capture images, recordings, 
or impressions of private conduct.

While AB 856 provides a deterrent to celebrity-hunting 
photographers, the law does little to protect property rights 
if the owner cannot prove the drone operator’s intent to 
capture images of private activity. In other words, if a drone 
flies over Taylor Swift’s backyard, she is likely to pursue legal 
remedies under AB 856 against the operator to prevent 
unlawful distribution or use of any images or information 
acquired by the drone. But property owners without such 
fame and financial resources do not necessarily know 
whether a drone flying over their property was simply a 
hobbyist off-course, an FAA-approved drone, or a drone 
operator unlawfully capturing images, video, or other 
private information. AB 856 is therefore unlikely to provide 
any real protection to the use and enjoyment of property for 
the majority of non-celebrity property owners who may not 
have the financial resources or individual incentives to seek 
legal recourse for potential violations.

B. SB 142

Shortly before signing AB 856 into law, Governor Brown 
vetoed other proposed legislation that would have clarified 
and directly protected airspace property rights by creating 
bright-line rules regarding drone operation over private 
property. SB 142, one of several drone bills vetoed by 
Governor Brown last year, would have prohibited drone 
operation over private property below 350 feet without the 
consent of the property owner.28 SB 142 therefore would 
have explicitly confirmed property owners’ exclusive and 
exclusionary rights in airspace up to 350 feet. Governor 
Brown vetoed SB 142 because he felt that, “while well-
intentioned, [it] could expose the occasional hobbyist and 
the FAA-approved commercial user alike to burdensome 
litigation and new causes of action.”29 While the veto of SB 
142 postponed the issue of drones and airspace rights for 
the time being, even Governor Brown acknowledged that 
the issue would not simply go away, adding that he knew 
drone technology raised novel issues, but wanted to look 
at the issue more carefully before going down the path of 
legislation.30
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Drone hobbyists applauded the veto of SB 142 because 
they felt the proposed law was overbroad in terms of creating 
potential liability for unintentional incursions into airspace 
over private property.31 In reality, however, the veto of SB 
142 deprived property owners of an essential property right: 
the right to determine when, how, and by whom the airspace 
directly over their property may be used or occupied. So too, 
drone pilots were denied clarity regarding where they can 
and cannot fly. It is worth noting that even if SB 142 had 
passed, it would have effectuated a substantial reduction in 
then-existing airspace property rights by capping the right 
to exclude or enforce those rights at 350 feet (150 feet lower 
than the generally accepted “navigable airspace” height of 
500 feet). Governor Brown’s veto of this proposed legislation 
arguably effectuated an even more significant reduction in 
property owners’ airspace rights by refusing to give property 
owners clear rights to exclude drones that enter the airspace 
above their property at any height, and that thereby interfere 
with the reasonable use and enjoyment of that property. SB 
142 may not have offered the perfect solution to the issue of 
drones and property rights, but something more is needed to 
clarify airspace rights in light of the current and anticipated 
growth of drone technology. While the veto of SB 142 may 
have avoided these issues for the moment, they are certain to 
be revisited, one way or another, in the future.

C. California Property Rights After the Veto of SB 
142

In the wake of the veto of SB 142, it remains unclear 
what rights or recourse property owners in California 
have to stop unwanted drone incursions into the airspace 
above their property. After all, it is one thing to say that 
flying a drone over someone’s property above 350 feet is 
not an unreasonable intrusion or disruption in the use 
and enjoyment of the property, but where should the line 
be drawn? Is fifty feet too low? Certainly drone operation 
within the airspace below the rooftop or height of the tallest 
structures on the property (or at a minimum, below the 
fence line) would seem patently objectionable. Neither is 
explicitly prohibited under current law, though, unless the 
property owner can prove that the drone operator captured, 
or attempted to capture, images, recordings, or other 
physical impressions sufficient to establish a violation of  
AB 856, or that the drone operation suffices to establish the 
violation of some other law such as nuisance or constructive 
invasion of privacy.32 

However, if a drone flying overhead interrupts conduct 
on one’s own property for which one has a reasonable 
expectation of privacy, does it matter whether the drone 

intended to, or actually did, capture images, recordings, or 
other impressions of the private conduct? Must the drone 
take some additional harassing or disruptive action in 
addition to merely flying (or hovering) over the property? 
Or is it sufficiently disturbing to one’s use and enjoyment of 
their own property that the drone is there at all? As in the 
not-so-hypothetical incident at the beginning of this article, 
the mere potential that image-capturing drones may be 
flying overhead could substantially restrict the way owners 
use and enjoy their property.

As noted above in Section V.B, regardless of any specific 
intent by Governor Brown to reduce or define private 
property airspace rights in rejecting this proposed law, his 
veto of SB 142 arguably reduced property rights in airspace 
by refusing to give property owners strict exclusionary 
rights to the airspace directly above their property. This is 
in stark contrast to laws pertaining to intrusions onto land 
boundaries.33 After all, if a property owner is permitted by 
law to cut off overhanging branches at the property line, 
why should a property owner not be permitted to remove, 
by force, a low-flying drone within reasonable reach?34 
Moreover, the California Penal Code specifically identifies 
as misdemeanor offenses: (1) entering and occupying real 
property without the consent of the owner; (2) driving any 
vehicle upon real property without the consent of the owner; 
and (3) refusing or failing to leave land or real property 
not open to the general public upon being requested to 
leave by the owner.35 Why do airspace rights, at least up 
to a certain height, not warrant similar protection? Why 
should property owners be forced to permit incursions into 
the airspace over their property when they would never be 
required to allow such trespass to their land? These questions 
warrant greater discussion and legislative action, particularly 
in light of the ability of drones to permanently capture 
detailed photographs, videos, or other information, and 
thereby invade property and privacy to a comparable, if not 
greater, extent than physical invasions to land. 

While the advancement of drone technology and the use 
of drones in many industries presents exciting possibilities, 
it is important to ensure that drone development does 
not come at the expense of destroying privacy or property 
rights. As state lawmakers continue to grapple with the 
ever-expanding legal issues arising with the use of drones 
in society, it is important that they realize that any decision 
made with respect to drone operation over private property 
affects valuable property rights. The rapid increase of drones 
in the California skies, along with the corresponding flood 
of potential invasions of privacy and substantial interference 
with use and enjoyment of private property, requires a 
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thoughtful approach to drones and airspace rights that may 
require new and stricter protection for airspace rights similar 
to those protecting property rights in land.

VI. THE ARGUMENT FOR A BRIGHT-LINE 
RULE

A. Consequences of the Current Lack of Clarity 
Regarding Airspace Rights

Although operating a drone in a particularly harassing or 
dangerous manner may be found unlawful under certain 
existing laws, the uncertainty of the application of existing 
laws to drones, and the lack of sufficient drone-specific 
laws, leave both drone operators and property owners 
without needed guidance regarding airspace property rights. 
Last year, the country was captivated by news reports of 
misuse of drones invading individuals’ privacy. One woman 
confronted a drone hovering outside of her residence in a 
Seattle high rise that was piloted from below by two men 
also carrying a tripod and video camera.36 Another couple 
woke up on a Sunday morning to a camera-mounted drone 
staring in at them through their kitchen window.37 These 
incidents of misuse, and the rapid nature with which such 
stories spread over the internet and social media, have likely 
caused many individuals to become fearful of drones and/
or skeptical that their potential benefits outweigh privacy 
concerns. More clarity from lawmakers regarding when and 
how drones may be operated over private property will likely 
help to alleviate these concerns. 

Indeed, low altitude drone operation over private property 
appears to have touched a particular nerve with many 
individuals who believe, even absent specific laws, that 
they have some innate right to exclude (and, if necessary, 
remove by force) drones operating in the airspace over their 
property. Perhaps the most infamous incidents arising from 
increased drone use are those of property owners shooting 
down drones flying over their property.38 Strong opinions 
exist on both sides of this debate, which was played out 
in court in the case of a Kentucky man who shot down 
a low-flying drone over his property with a shotgun. The 
man maintained that the drone was flying very low over his 
property, on more than one occasion, and that he believed it 
was spying on his 16-year-old daughter who was sunbathing 
in the backyard.39 Although the man was arrested and 
charged with criminal mischief and endangerment for 
shooting down the drone, the court ultimately absolved 
him of any wrongdoing, finding that the drone operator 
had flown too low over private property in a harassing 
manner.40 In an interesting legal twist, the drone operator 

in that case has now filed suit in federal court against the 
man who shot the drone down, arguing that because the 
U.S. Government has exclusive sovereignty over all airspace 
in the U.S. pursuant to 49 U.S.C. section 40103, the drone 
was in protected federal airspace when it was unlawfully shot 
down.41 Should this case (or another similar one) be resolved 
by a final court decision that purports to define federal 
airspace rights, that decision will substantially affect drone 
operation and private property rights in the absence of any 
other controlling legislation or applicable law.

Of course, the use of firearms in pursuit of vigilante-style 
justice is not the ideal method for dealing with drones. 
However, these incidents highlight the tense conflict between 
increased drone use and property rights, including the belief 
held by many property owners that they should be able 
to protect their property—and airspace—from unwanted 
intruders, by force if necessary. For the sake of everyone 
involved (and to promote civility rather than vigilante 
justice), a bright-line rule regarding drone operation and 
property rights may be needed to clarify what rights each 
party possesses so that they can act accordingly, lawfully, 
and safely. 

B. Oregon: An Example of the Bright Line Rule

Imposing a bright-line rule establishing exclusive airspace 
rights up to a certain altitude (e.g., 350 or 400 feet) 
would provide protection against drone intrusions and 
disruptions in the airspace directly above private property, 
while allowing drones to operate in higher airspace and 
other designated areas. Indeed, some states have enacted 
just such a bright-line rule.42 In contrast to California, 
Oregon has taken action to protect property owners’ 
airspace rights by prohibiting drone operation over private 
property without the owner’s permission. In 2013, Oregon 
passed HB 2710, which regulated many aspects of drone 
use, including restrictions on drone use by law enforcement 
agencies, creation of crimes and penalties for certain drone 
use, and creation of civil remedies for property owners 
to protect against unwelcome drone operation over their 
property.43 Specifically, section 15 of HB 2710 allows an 
owner or occupier of real property to bring an action (and 
recover injunctive relief, treble damages for injury to person 
or property, and attorneys’ fees if damages are less than 
$10,000) if a drone operator flies a drone over the property 
at a height of less than 400 feet where: (1) the operator flew 
a drone over that property on at least one previous occasion, 
and (2) the property owner notified the drone operator that 
the owner did not want the drone flown over the property at 
a height of less than 400 feet.44 Thus, HB 2710 protects the 
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use and enjoyment of property by reserving airspace rights 
up to 400 feet, while also accounting for the unintentional 
trespass concerns raised by Governor Brown as a reason for 
vetoing SB 142.45 

While certain modifications, adjustments, or exceptions 
may be necessary or desirable for such a law to work in 
California, HB 2710 provides a reasonable blueprint for 
future California legislation on this topic. Such future 
legislation is unavoidable given the rapid and expected 
further growth of the drone industry. 

VII. WITH EXPANDED DRONE TECHNOLOGY 
AND APPLICATIONS, THE CALL FOR 
PROPERTY RIGHTS IN AIRSPACE LIKELY 
WILL GROW

One thing is certain: the conflict between drone use and 
property rights isn’t going away anytime soon. Drones are 
here to stay. Indeed, the potential applications for drones are 
virtually endless. The global market for drones is estimated 
to be a $4 billion-per-year industry.46 While much of the 
anticipated spending on drones is undoubtedly for military 
applications, the market for consumer and civil drone use 
is expected to show substantial growth over the next few 
years.47 In fact, in 2015, the FAA estimated that 1.6 million 
small drones would be sold to consumers that year.48 Drones 
are already being used in aerial photography and filmmaking, 
real estate sales, precision agriculture, infrastructure and land 
monitoring, wildlife tracking and surveillance, and scientific 
research.49 In fact, drones are even being used by California 
wineries to improve vineyard yields.50 The uses for drones 
will logically increase as the technology advances and costs 
of drones decrease. This amazing potential for drone use 
means that one main obstacle to fully realizing the benefits 
of drones is the potential inability of laws and regulations 
to keep up with the technology and/or create a workable 
framework for drone operation. Failure by lawmakers 
in California and elsewhere to address drone issues now, 
including the effects of drones on property rights, will serve 
only to inhibit innovation and economic opportunity in this 
exciting and high-growth potential industry. Establishing, 
and understanding, where drones can and cannot fly is as 
crucial to operators as to property owners, and is in fact 
critical to the timely realization of anticipated benefits from 
the commercial drone market.

California’s focus thus far on privacy rights, as opposed to 
absolute property rights, can be explained, in part, by the 
present characteristics of drone use. Again, the predominant 
use of drones—beyond simply piloting them for hobby—

has been to gather information. This use does not carry the 
traditional trappings leading to complaints of loud noise or 
disruptive vibration typically characteristic of nuisance and 
trespass suits. However, with changes in the technology and 
applications, the potential for these types of suits may grow.

For instance, Amazon hopes to use drones for delivery 
of purchased items.51 Google has announced a similar 
consumer goods delivery service, Project Wing, currently in 
testing with a target rollout in early 2017.52 BNSF Railway 
has utilized a FAA-granted exemption as part of a plan to 
operate drones “beyond visual line of sight” for rail track 
inspections.53 San Diego Gas & Electric has received limited 
permission to test drones in parts of San Diego County 
to explore uses in emergency response, aerial inspections 
in remote areas that are otherwise difficult to access, and 
locating the cause of power outages faster.54 Others also 
foresee drones being used to transport people, herd animals, 
and even provide internet service to remote locations.55 
These uses will likely be noisier, more intrusive, and much 
different than current drone uses. While significant advances 
or changes in drone use may require individualized laws, 
these potential and expanded applications for drones make 
clear that the scope of airspace rights in general should be 
addressed sooner rather than later.

VIII. PROPOSALS FOR FUTURE DRONE 
REGULATION AND LEGISLATION IN 
CALIFORNIA

So, where do we go from here? And what is the answer 
to encourage further development of the many applications 
for drone technology while still protecting private property 
rights? In furtherance of the desire for more clarity regarding 
airspace property rights, some scholars have advocated for 
laws—similar to SB 142 and Oregon law HB 2710—that 
would give property owners strict rights to exclude all drone 
operation over their property.56 Some have even proposed 
that strict and exclusive property rights in airspace extend 
all the way up to the 500-foot navigable airspace boundary.57 
While this would be the broadest possible extension of 
property rights permitted by federal law (which caps any 
private rights at 500 feet, where the “public highway” 
begins), it is unclear whether such broad exclusionary rights 
are possible when considering novel future needs for drone 
operation. 

With the virtually limitless potential applications of 
drones, some of which may ultimately involve delivery 
services or transportation of objects or persons, it may be 
necessary to reserve a certain amount of airspace below 
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500 feet for drone operation. Similar to when airplanes 
were first incorporated into the national airspace, the 
FAA may ultimately determine that a certain band of 
airspace, even significantly below 500 feet, is required for 
public use for drone operation.58 Such requirements would 
undoubtedly give rise to further legal challenges—in the 
form of takings and trespass suits—to determine the precise 
scope of airspace property rights affected by drone operation 
over private property. However, even if the airspace from 
350–500 feet, for example, were to be reserved exclusively 
for drones, that would still allow for strict protection of 
private airspace rights up to 350 feet, as proposed by SB 
142 and similar laws. Laws giving strict exclusionary rights 
in at least some airspace above private property will help 
foster drone development and application by removing fear 
and skepticism associated with drones, and giving needed 
comfort and assurance to property owners regarding the 
investment, use, and enjoyment in their property. While 
perhaps not perfect in terms of resolving all potential 
issues, a bright-line rule regarding airspace rights appears 
to provide a current solution to protecting property rights 
while encouraging further innovation and increased uses in 
drone technology. 

IX. CONCLUSION

The potential uses for drones in various industries—such 
as filmmaking, agriculture, scientific research, and many 
more—is something to be excited about, not something to 
fear. Further clarification of property rights in airspace is 
needed, however, before many individuals can be secure in 
their property and privacy rights as commercial and hobby 
drone use increases. Advancements in drone use should 
not, and need not, come at the expense of property rights. 
Rather, an approach that gives property owners exclusive 
airspace rights up to a certain height and allows for drone 
operation at higher altitudes or in other specified airspace 
strikes a balance that will protect property rights, and foster 
drone development rather than hinder it. The law is already 
lagging behind drone technology. It is time for lawmakers 
in California, and other jurisdictions, to act now to enact 
drone-specific legislation that clarifies airspace property 
rights rather than avoiding the issue. Otherwise, the lack 
of clarity may both erode property rights and hinder the 
advancement of eagerly anticipated and beneficial drone 
technology. 
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